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Abstract—This paper addresses the issue that lighting require-
ments impose on Visible Light Communication (VLC) systems
in terms of the power transfer function and the Signal Noise
Ratio (SNR). The effect of illumination intensity on Visible
Light Communication has been investigated theoretically and
experimentally based on our white LED-based system model. The
communication quality declined by an increase of the illumination
intensity of LED through the simulation and the experiment.
When the illuminance of LED increased from 400 lx to 7000 lx,
the system SNR decreased significantly from 19.4 dB to 6.3 dB.
Meanwhile, the average power loss increases from 1.9 dB to 11.1
dB respectively.

Index Terms—Visible Light Communication (VLC), LED,
Illumination Intensity, VLC system model

I. INTRODUCTION

New high-data-rate multimedia services and applications are
evolving continuously and exponentially increasing the de-
mand for wireless capacity of fifth-generation (5G) and beyond
[1]. It is expected that 5G communication will comprise ultra-
dense heterogeneous networks for which mobile data volume
per area will be 1000 times and the number of connected
wireless devices will be 100 times higher compared to those
in existing wireless networks [2]. Therefore, building up high
data rates, low power consumption, and negligible end-to-
end delays wireless communication links with the demand
of ever increasing data traffic is challenging. As the radio
frequency (RF) spectrum gets congested [3]. The idea of the
optical wireless communication (OWC) has been presented
as a promising solution for upcoming high-density and high
capacity 5G wireless networks [1]. The OWC provides the
nomadic access in hundreds of terahertz (THz) of unlicensed
optical spectrum, immunity to electromagnetic interference,
safety and security, simple implementation and deployment of
systems [4].

Meanwhile, due to the large-scale deployment of the white
light-emitting-diode (LED) as the next-generation green light-
ing, the visible light communication (VLC), a subset of OWC,
has emerged as a promising technology. The VLC technology
is motivated by several benefits including, worldwide avail-
able and unlicensed bandwidth, non-interference with radio
frequency bands, no electromagnetic radiation, and high data
rate (up to 100 Gbps) [5]. These exciting assets generate
considerable research and industrial interests for indoor VLC,
especially with the approval of the IEEE 802.15.7 standard
[9], hospital scenario [10] and future 5G solution [11].

Due to the dual functionality of VLC system which are
illumination and data transmission. Beside the optical detector,
VLC transmission must be cognizant of a second type of signal
receiver – the human eye. Most of the researches primarily
focus on achieving increasingly high data rates [5]. However,
most of these demonstrations are implemented in laboratory
environment which do not consider the lighting quality issues.
Respecting of the European Lighting Standard EN12464-1
[14], it requires an illuminance of 500 lx for working area, a
minimum illuminance of 50 lx for indirect light in the ceiling
and vertical light on walls. Hence, dealing with perceived
illumination constraints while achieving high data rates is a
clear objective to make ubiquitous VLC systems visible [15].

Additionally, some researches have successfully achieved
analyzing the effect of illumination on VLC system [4] [15].
However, most of these existed analysis pay more attention
to the optical field distribution and light propagation, which
might ignore the role of the transmitter device. Based on our
proposal, it is obvious to perceive that the communication
quality has been extremely affected by the illumination in-
tensity of the transmitter device.

In this context, this paper propose a system model to the-
oretically analyze and experimentally demonstrate the effect
of the illumination intensity on LED based VLC system. The
main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

• This paper propose a VLC system model considering
the LED device which can characterize the illumination
intensity and the communication performance.

• Based on this system model, the quantitative relationship
between the illumination intensity and the VLC system
performance has been illustrated.

• The experimental results based simulation demonstrates
the performance of VLC system under the influence
of different illumination intensity, including the Signal
Noise Ratio (SNR) and power transfer function.

In the remainder of this paper is organized as following: the
section II proposed the system model in detail. The section
III gives the experiment and results. The conclusion and
discussion is presented in the section IV.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Our proposal is applied on a white LED based VLC system
scenario shown in Fig.1. Where illustration and communica-
tion link are both provided by LEDs. The modulated signal
transmitted by a LED and received by a photodiode through an



Fig. 1: A Typical VLC System Link

optical channel, an optical filter and a lens. After demodulation
and decoding, users can received perceived signal. In this
paper, we choose a typical InGaN based white LED as the
transmitter of VLC system.

A. Illumination Intensity and Power Transfer Function of LED

The characteristic of a typical white LED is mainly caused
by the intrinsic p-n junction and the parasitic parameters which
are due to the encapsulation and fabrication of LEDs. A small
signal equivalent circuit of LED device is depicted in Fig.2.

Fig. 2: A small signal equivalent circuit of LED device

where, Rs and Ls are the parasitic resistance and induc-
tance. The CB and CD are the barrier capacitance and the
diffusion capacitance. The Vj is the junction voltage and the
rD is the small signal resistance of p-n junction. The η is the
electro-optical conversion efficient.

Based on this equivalent circuit, the illumination intensity
of the LED device Poptical can be represented by the total
output optical power which is consisted of the signal power
Pout(jω) and the DC power PQ shown in equation (1)

Poptical = Pout(jω) + PQ (1)

Pout(jω) = Pin(jω) ∗Hled(jω) (2)

Hled(jω) =
η ∗ rDZin

((jωrDC + 1)(Rs + Zin + jωL) + rD)2
(3)

IQ = Is(e
(VQ−IQRs)/nVT − 1) (4)

rD =
dVQ
dIQ

=
nVT
IQ

+Rs (5)

The power of output optical signal and the power transfer
function can be represented by equation(2) (3). The Pin is the
power of input electrical signal and the Pout is the power of
output optical signal. The Zin is the input impedance and C
represent the sum of the barrier capacitance and the diffusion
capacitance. The ω is the angular frequency of the signal.

By respecting the Shockley function, the I-V relationship at
quiescent point can be represented by equation (4) [16]. When
the quiescent junction current IQ is much larger than saturation
current Is, the small signal resistance of p-n junction can be
illustrated as equation (5).

B. Power Transfer Function of VLC System Link

Once the LED device has been characterized, the propaga-
tion and detection of the light are demanded. In this paper, we
assume that the indoor VLC system channel is the line-of-sight
(LOS) channel and the light propagation is the Lambertian
directional.

Under this assumption, the power transfer function of the
optical channel can be represented by the equation(6) [17].

where m is the Lambert’s mode number expressing direc-
tivity of the source beam, φ is the angle of radiation incident
maximum radiated power, D is the distance between transmit-
ter and receiver, Adet is effective the area of photodiode in
receiver.

Thus, the whole VLC system link power transfer function
which consist of transmitter, channel and receiver can be
illustrated by the equation (7).

Hc =
(m+ 1) ∗Adet ∗ cosφm+1

2πD2
(6)

Hvlc = Hled ∗Hc ∗Hr (7)

Where, the transfer function of receiver Hr which consists
of optical filter, lens, and photodiode can be supplied by the
manufacture.

C. Effect of illumination intensity on VLC system

This subsection investigated the impact of illumination
intensity on VLC system by using the above mentioned
power transfer function of VLC system link. According to
equations from (2) to (7), the received signal power Pr and



the illumination intensity of LED Poptical can be represented
by equation (8) (9).

Pr(jω) = Pin(jω) ∗Hvlc(jω, IQ, D, φ) (8)

Poptical = Pin(jω) ∗Hled(jω, IQ) + IQVQη (9)

We set the fixed location, signal frequency, and power of
input signal to do the simulation to observe the relationship
between the illumination intensity Poptical and the received
signal power Pr. The simulation result has been depicted in
the Fig.3.

Fig. 3: Illumination Intensity vs Received Signal Power

What the result shown is counter common sense that the
received power decrease withing the illumination intensity
increasing. By analysing the formulas we derived above,
the increase of the illumination is stimulated by the higher
quiescent junction current IQ, which will bring about the small
signal resistance of p-n junction rD diminishing. If the rest
conditions fixed, the received signal power will decrease by
less resistance rD.

III. EXPERIMENT AND RESULT

In this section, the experiment has been implemented and
the results have been illustrated.

A. Experiment Set up

Fig.4. presents a diagram of the experimental VLC system
set-up. At the analogue transmitter front-end, the input signal
generated from the Network Analyzer (Agilent E5061B) or
function generator (Agilent E8257D) was first amplified and
superimposed with the DC component by the driver circuit.
The modulated light emitted from the InGaN based white LED
was transmitted over an indoor VLC channel.

Light from the white LED was imaged onto a high-
speed avalanche photodiode (AD500-8 TO). The APD has a
detection wavelength range of 400-1100 nm with an active
area of 0.2 mm2 and an 1GHz -3dB bandwidth. The optical

Fig. 4: Experiment Set up

signal from the LED was converted to electrical current signal
through the APD and then the current signal was amplified to
voltage signal by a low noise trans-impedance amplifier (TIA).
The received electrical signal was collected by the Network
Analyzer or the Spectrum analyzer(RS FS300).

B. Effect of Illumination Intensity on VLC System Power
Transfer function

The power transfer function illustrates the energy efficient
and transmission capability of the communication system. The
experimental and theoretical relationship between illumination
intensity and VLC system power transfer function from 5 MHz
to 15 MHz are compared in Fig. 5 (a). The measurement
and simulation at 10 cm distance are generated in difference
illuminance: 400 lx, 1000 lx, 2000 lx, 4000 lx, 7000 lx
which are lux-1 to lux-5 respectively. The predicted and
measured power transfer function decrease with increasing the
illumination intensity of LED and the comparison proved that
the power transfer function model of VLC system link can
predict successfully.

Based on the experiment and simulation results, the average
power loss caused by the increased illuminance from lux-1 to
lux-5 which are 1.9 dB, 4.7 dB, 7.5 dB, 11.1 dB, in 10 cm
distance respectively. By respecting the theory and experiment,
the received signal power will extremely influenced by the
illumination intensity of LED.

C. Effect of Illumination Intensity on SNR of VLC system

The predicted and measured effects of illumination intensity
of LED on VLC system SNR performance is illustrated
in Fig. 5 (b). According to the result, it is obvious that
the communication quality will be greatly affected by the
illumination intensity of LED. The SNR of VLC system will
decrease approximately 3.6 dB per 1000 lx increase.

IV. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

In this paper, from the perspective of the VLC system
model, the effect of illumination intensity on a LED based
VLC system is explained. In our experiment, we measured



(a) The power response in different illuminance at 10 cm (b) The SNR in different illuminance at 10 cm

Fig. 5: The Effect of Illumination intensity on VLC System Performance

the power transfer function and SNR by using a commercial
white LED through a typical VLC system link. According
to the experimental results, the SNR decreased approximately
3.6 dB with the illuminance rising per thousand lux, which
well matched the prediction of the proposal system model.
Moreover, the average power loss of the system increased from
1.9 dB to 11.1 dB under the illuminance from 400 lx to 7000
lx respectively.

According to the the European Lighting Standard EN12464-
1 [14], the minimum illuminance of an indoor working area
should be higher than 500 lx. In this background, our system
model enable to evaluate the communication quality correctly
on white LED based VLC system under specific illuminance
requirements. However, there existed some challenges need to
be covered. For instance, our proposal is under the assump-
tion that the light propagation is the Lambertian directional.
Besides, the influence of the different modulation schemes is
not considering.

In the near future, we will further improve our system
model through different modulation schemes. The objective
is to realize a joint illumination and communication system
which is not only on the advancement in the data rate but
also to comply with common illumination requirements. It can
guarantee that VLC-enabled luminaries can be used directly
without any extra cost in the lighting market.
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